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The Aim and the Argument of Aristotle's Metaphysics
IIIa3: Q7-9: conclusions for the ajrcaiv and the priority of ejnevrgeia.
Metaphysics Q7-9 draw the conclusions from the clarificatory work of Q1-6. Q7-9 generally
avoid speaking explicitly of ajrcaiv; instead, these chapters frame their main conclusions in terms
of priority, including the main conclusion of Q, namely that ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami". But
these conclusions about priority can be almost immediately converted into conclusions about the
ajrcaiv, and they are so converted in L.
Since the argument of Q clearly builds up to its main conclusion in Q8, and since this is also
the conclusion of the most importance for the ongoing argument leading up to L, I will
concentrate on Q8 in what follows, although at least one of the two corollaries added in Q9 is
also important for the ongoing argument and needs some discussion. But I will first say
something about Q7, since it plays a structural role in the internal argument of Q, bridging the
gap from the conceptual clarifications culminating in Q6 to conclusions about the ajrcaiv; in the
process, this chapter helps to connect Q with D.
Q1-5 do talk explicitly about ajrcaiv, but with two restrictions: these chapters talk only about
dunavmei" as ajrcaiv, not about ejnevrgeiai as ajrcaiv, and they do not talk about all kinds of
dunavmei", but only about dunavmei" for motion, and not even all dunavmei" for motion, but only
those which fall under the senses of duvnami" given in D12: ajrcaiv of moving something else or
of being moved (or not being moved) by something else, but not natures, which are ajrcaiv in a
thing of that same thing's being moved, not qua another but qua itself. As Aristotle had said in
Q1, dunavmei" for motion (or this particular kind of dunavmei" for motion), although they are "the
duvnami" which is so called in the most primary sense," are "not the most useful for what we are
now aiming at" (1045b35-1046a1), because they are not likely to be among the ajrcaiv in the
strict sense, the first of all things. And Q1-5 have not examined whether these dunavmei" are
ajrcaiv in the strict sense, or whether they are genuinely prior to the things they are said to be
ajrcaiv of; the ordinary description of these things as ajrcaiv has been accepted, without being
taken as a sign of anything "metaphysical." However, with Q6, the analogical extension of the
ejnevrgeia/duvnami" relation, from ejnevrgeiai in the category of kivnhsi" (or poiei'n and pavscein)
to ejnevrgeiai in all categories including oujsiva, opens up a broader range of dunavmei", including
some which might be better candidates to be ajrcaiv in the strict sense. "Some [things that are
related as ejnevrgeia to duvnami"] are related as kivnhsi" to duvnami", others as oujsiva to some
matter" (Q6 1048b8-9), and something that is duvnami" as matter might be among the first of all
things, as it is according to the pre-Socratic physicists and to the Timaeus--not that these people
explictly claim that their material ajrcaiv are dunavmei", but the extended notion of duvnami" gives
a way of elaborating and making plausible their claims. (This discussion overlaps with the
discussion of the material ajrchv in Z3, but Z3 made no use of the notion of duvnami".) But the
analysis of duvnami" in Q6 is also supposed to undermine these claims, to show that the ultimate
duvnami" as matter is in fact posterior to the corresponding ejnevrgeia. The conclusion about
posteriority is made explicit only in Q8, but Q7 does the crucial work in analysing the
ontological status of such a duvnami".
Q7 begins by taking up the question explicitly deferred at the end of D7, "when [something
like the just-mentioned examples: the Hermes in the stone, the half-line, or the unripe grain] is
dunatovn, and when not yet, we must determine elsewhere" (D7 1017b8-9: "when each thing is
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dunavmei [povte dunavmei e[stin e{kaston] and when not, we must determine: for not just at any
time", Q7 1048b37), and it ends by saying that this question has been answered ("so it has been
said when it should be said [that something is] dunavmei and when not," Q7 1049b2-3). (See the
discussions of D7 in IIIa2 {and also Ig1?} above.) So at one level the purpose of Q7 is simply to
answer a question left over from D7, by bringing to bear information not yet available in D7,
namely the account of duvnami" in D12 and its consequences as worked out in Q. But there is also
a deeper purpose, to investigate the claims of the ajrchv--the primary matter--which is said to be
dunavmei all things. Although the question is first formulated at Q7 1048b37 in apparently
existential terms, here as in D7 Aristotle analyzes the question "does Y exist dunavmei?" through
the question "is X dunavmei Y (for some actually existent X)?": presumably, as in D7, the
equivalence is mediated through the question "does Y exist dunavmei in X?" or "is Y dunavmei
present in X?".
Aristotle thus considers the sample question "is earth dunavmei man?": "no, rather when it has
already become seed, and perhaps not even then" (Q7 1049a1-3).1 He answers the question,
stating and justifying the conditions when something is dunavmei man, at 1049a3-18. One major
purpose of this answer will be to show that a single first ajrchv, the primary matter, cannot of
itself be dunavmei all things; and the remainder of the chapter, 1049a18-b2, draws further
consequences about the relations between the (immediate or ultimate) material ajrchv and the
things that it (immediately or indirectly) is dunavmei. Although the basic sense of Aristotle's
answer at 1049a3-18 is unsurprising, the way he reaches it is circuitous and the text, syntax and
logic of the argument are all controversial, so I will briefly say something about how I think it
works.
Aristotle starts, as we would expect, with dunavmei" that are better known to us, and uses them
to infer to more basic but more remote dunavmei" such as the duvnami" of earth or seed to become
a human being. He starts with examples from the arts, which are the dunavmei" we know best,
then extracts a general rule from these examples, then argues that the rule also applies (with a
necessary amendment) to cases like seed becoming man:
Just as2 neither would everything be healed by [the art of] medicine, or by chance,
but there is something which is capable of it [dunatovn], and [only] this is dunavmei
healthy, and the mark of what comes-to-be in actuality by [the agency of] thought
1

adopting Bonitz' punctuation (followed by Ross and Jaeger), with a question mark instead of Bekker's comma after
dunavmei a[nqrwpo" (or a[nqrwpo" dunavmei, as Ab has it), so that h[ has the function of introducing a (somewhat
tentative) response, rather than meaning "or" (I also leave out the then superfluous question mark after oujde; tovte
i[sw"). the traditional punctuation might be right, but Bonitz' punctuation, implying a negative answer to the question
whether earth is dunavmei man, makes better sense as exemplifying and supporting the immediately preceding
statement "not just at any time". With Bonitz, Ross and Jaeger I accept Ab's tovte at the end of a2, although J's tou'tov
pw is possible, cp. a14 (E's tou'tov pw" is wrong; there are also other transmitted variants, and it might be worth
thinking throught how they would have arisen--the stemma may favor J's reading as original, not that anything much
turns on it)
2
note Bonitz' problem about w{sper ou\n, which leads him to delete ou\n and connect w{sper with what precedes
rather than with what follows {Ross says that J omits ou\n; Vuillemin-Diem says J does have ou\n, but added later
supra lineam; Bonitz doesn't have J, but he mentions that Bessarion's translation omits ou\n}. I think Ross' proposal
(though Ross himself is inclined not to adopt it) is correct: w{sper governs everything up through 1049a12, and is
picked up by kai; o{swn dhv at a13. the structure is: we ask the question about becoming man (a1-3); we examine the
easy cases of artificial production (a3-12: w{sper a3, mevn a5), give the rule for when X is dunavmei Y in those cases,
and say that just as in those cases, so too in the case of becoming man (a13-14: kaiv picking up w{sper, dhv picking up
mevn); the seed is not yet dunavmei a human being (a15-17), just as the earth is not yet dunavmei a statue
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out of being dunavmei is when it comes-to-be if [the artisan] wishes and nothing
external prevents, but there, in what is being healed, nothing within it prevents3
(and likewise [for being] dunavmei a house: if nothing within it--the matter-prevents it from becoming a house, and there is nothing that needs to be added or
taken away or changed, this is dunavmei a house, and likewise with all the other
things whose ajrchv of becoming is external), so too among the things that are
within what possesses [their ajrchv of becoming], those [exist dunavmei] which will
exist through this thing if nothing external obstructs.4 The seed is not yet
[dunavmei a human being], for it must be in something else and be changed, but
when through its own ajrchv it is already such [as to become a human being], it is
already dunavmei this [= a human being]: but that [= the seed not yet in this
condition]5 has need of another ajrchv, just as earth is not yet dunavmei a statue, for
after it has been changed it will be bronze [and only then is it dunavmei a statue].
(1049a3-18)
Ross thought that Aristotle was here contrasting the criterion for when X is dunavmei Y in the
case where Y is an artifact (or where X becomes Y through art) from the criterion in the case
where Y is a natural being (or where X becomes Y through a natural process). In the first case
(1049a3-12 and a17-18), Ross thinks the criterion is a conjunction of two clauses (that (a) X will
become Y if the artisan wishes and if nothing external prevents, and (b) nothing internal to X
prevents it from becoming Y), whereas in the second case (1049a13-17) the criterion is just a
3

I think Ross goes wrong in taking "it comes-to-be if [the artisan] wishes and nothing external prevents" and
"nothing within it prevents" (each governed by o{tan) as two different conditions which must both hold for X to be
dunavmei healthy. the sign of X's being dunavmei healthy is that, if the artisan wills and nothing external prevents, X
comes-to-be healthy--that is, there is nothing internal to X which prevents it from becoming healthy, although
external things might obstruct. in the house case, which is supposed to be analogous, there is mention only of the
lack of internal obstructions, and in the cases of natural transformations, which are also supposed to be analogous, it
is said only that X will become Y if there is no external obstruction (the clause"if [the artisan] wishes" of course
drops out in these cases). it is not that there are two different conditions, of which one is necessary for the house, the
other for natural transformations, and both conjointly for health; these are different ways of referring to the same
condition
4
"so too among the things that are within what possesses [their ajrchv of becoming], those [exist dunavmei] which will
be through this thing if nothing external obstructs" (a13-14): there are several difficulties. o{swn ejn aujtw'/ tw'/ e[conti
might be taken (as by Ross) to mean "those things [whose ajrchv of becoming] is within what possesses [that ajrchv],"
filling it out in parallel with the o{swn-clause in a12. I have translated more straightforwardly, taking o{swn in a13 as
partitive governed by the following o{sa (on the other reading, the o{swn-clause in a13 has no clear grammatical
connection with the rest of the sentence). on Ross' construal, "those things [whose ajrchv of becoming] is within what
possesses [that ajrchv]" would have to mean "X, if its ajrchv of becoming is within X itself." but a thing which does
not yet exist cannot really be said to contain its own ajrchv of coming-to-be; so we would have to take "becoming"
here as 2-place, "X, if its ajrchv of becoming Y is within X itself." the implied predicate would then have to be not
"exists dunavmei" but "is Y dunavmei". the following clause, "o{sa ... e[stai di j aujtou'" should then be taken as [it is
dunavmei] "those things ... which it will be of itself", rather than "those things which will exist through it". this seems
to demand reading auJtou' rather than aujtou', and I think Ross must be presupposing auJtou' in his translation,
although he prints aujtou' in his edition. Bonitz and Jaeger print aujtou' and do not note any variations in their
apparatus; Ross says that E and J have auJtou'. but NB Vuillemin-Diem says that J in fact has aujtou', and I strongly
suspect that E does as well. of course, given that Aristotle presumably did not write with breathings anyway, one
need not have great scruples in overriding even the consensus of the manuscripts on such a matter. but I think that
all told my reading is more straightforward that Ross'. as far as I can see, no great issue hangs on the choice
5
reading ejkei'no with Ab Bonitz Ross Jaeger; EJ have ejkei'na, lectio facilior as referring back to "things whose
ajrchv of becoming is external" but allowing no overall sense
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single clause (that X will become Y if nothing external prevents). But closer attention to the
structure of the passage6 shows that Aristotle intends no such contrast. His stress is rather that
just as in the first case, so too in the second case. In the example of the house, which certainly
falls under the case of artificial production, he gives only clause (b), intending it as equivalent to
the conjunction of (a) and (b) that he has just given in the example of health: the reason is that
(within the case of artificial production) he thinks that clauses (a) and (b) are equivalent, and it is
again clause (a), with a necessary amendment, that gives the criterion in the second case. It is
also not true that the two cases neatly partition comings-to-be into the cases of artificial and
natural becoming. For what Aristotle says about the second case is obviously false if the second
case is supposed to cover every instance of natural becoming. It may be true of the embryo,
which is dunavmei a human being, that it will become a human being if nothing external prevents,
but the katamenia must be dunavmei an embryo (since they become an embryo when moved by
the male seed), although the katamenia would not become an embryo if left to themselves, and
likewise air must be dunavmei fire (since it becomes fire when heated by fire), although it would
not become fire if left to itself. It is much better to contrast the two cases by saying that in the
first case X becomes Y by the action of an external active duvnami" (whether an art or an
irrational duvnami") and in the second case X becomes Y through its own nature. But the fact
remains that Aristotle starts by considering only "what comes-to-be in actuality by [the agency
of] thought" (and only here does clause (a) make sense), and only as an afterthought generalizes
to "all the other things whose ajrchv of becoming is external." And the reason is that his aim is not
to exhaustively classify cases of becoming and prescribe different rules for different cases, but
rather to use the best-understood case, artificial production, as a model for understanding the
more basic cases that are of more use for the inquiry into the ajrcaiv.
The immediate reason why cases of artificial production and also of "all the other things
whose ajrchv of becoming is external" are well-understood, and why Aristotle thinks he can win
agreement on a criterion for when X is dunavmei Y in these cases, is that he has analyzed these
cases in Q5. In the case of irrational powers, "it is necessary, whenever the agent and the patient
come together in the way they are capable of, that the one acts and the other is acted on" (Q5
1048a6-7), whereas if the active power is rational, and is therefore a power for contrary
activities, a further condition is needed, desire or choice: "it is necessary that what has a rational
power, when it desires that of which it has the power, and in the way that it has it, does this
thing: and it has [the power subject to the condition that] the patient is present and is disposed in
this way [i.e. has the passive power necessary for being acted on]" (1048a13-16; Aristotle adds
that if we have fully specified the powers, as powers for acting or being acted on in this way,
under these conditions, we will not need to add the further clause "if nothing external prevents,"
as we would for powers less precisely specified).7 This is why our clauses (a) and (b) in the case
of artificial production were equivalent: if nothing internal to the patient X prevents it from
becoming Y, then whenever the artisan wishes (if he is present and genuinely has the art of
producing Y) and nothing external prevents, X will become Y; conversely, if X becomes Y
whenever the artisan wishes and nothing external prevents, then there cannot be anything internal
to X preventing it from becoming Y. To modify clause (a) for the case of an external irrational
power acting on the patient, we can say that X is dunavmei Y if whenever the agent with the
6

see the above footnotes
note Physics VIII parallel; note discussion in IIIa2 above (where I probably didn't say enough). I am not entirely
sure I understand the w{" duvnatai clauses in Q5 (1048a6, a12, and presumably connected with the other w{" clauses);
Ross has no discussion
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appropriate power is present and nothing external obstructs, X will become Y. And in the case
where the active power is not external to X, we can simply say that X is dunavmei Y if whenever
nothing external obstructs, X will become Y. In this case, however, we are going beyond
dunavmei" in the senses defined in D12 and discussed in Q1-5 to natures, which are powers only
in a more generic sense ("nature too belongs in the same genus as duvnami", for it is a moving
principle, not in something else, but in [the thing] itself qua itself," Q8 1049b8-10):8 fire down
here is dunavmei up there, not because of a duvnami" in the narrow sense, but because of the nature
of fire. Aristotle thinks that the case of dunavmei" in the narrow sense is easier to understand than
the case of natures, and one function of the discussion of the dunavmei" in the narrow sense is to
help understand the case of natures, and the way in which X may be dunavmei Y due to its nature.
But it is important to see that there is no necessary connection between the question whether the
duvnami" through which X is dunavmei Y is a nature or a narrow duvnami", and the question
whether it is a duvnami" pro;" oujsivan or pro;" kivnhsin. Thus the power of fire to rise is a nature,
but it is not a power pro;" oujsivan; the power of fire to become air or of the katamenia to become
an embryo is pro;" oujsivan (and, as far as we can tell from Q, so is the power of wood to become
a box), but none of these is a nature, since all require some external agent to act on X and make it
into Y.
However, the main lesson of this passage is that, in any of the cases that Aristotle considers, X
is not dunavmei Y unless X has within itself some kind of moving principle which (by itself or in
conjunction with an active duvnami" in something else) is sufficient, if nothing external obstructs,
to produce Y. It thus takes quite special conditions for some matter to be dunavmei Y, and there is
no reason to expect that a single first material ajrchv would be dunavmei all the objects of ordinary
experience. In particular, the relation "X is dunavmei Y" is not transitive: if X is dunavmei Y and Y
is dunavmei Z, there is no reason to expect that X is dunavmei Z--earth is dunavmei bronze and
bronze is dunavmei a statue, but earth is not dunavmei a statue, since it needs to be changed before
the will of a sculptor will be sufficient (given no external obstacles) for it to become a statue.
This point about the non-transitivity of being dunavmei, and the implied denial that any one
material ajrchv is dunavmei everything, help to explain the more famous remainder of Q7, the
discussion of paronymy which we have already quoted in IIb2 above:
It seems that what we call not this [tovde] but that-en [ejkeivninon]--as the box is
not wood but wooden, and the wood is not earth but earthen, and [likewise] if the
earth too is not something else but something-else-en--the latter [e.g. the wood] is
aJplw'" potentially that thing [e.g. the box]. Thus the box is not earthen or earth,
but wooden, for this [sc. wood] is potentially a box and this is the matter of a box,
[wood] aJplw'" of [box] aJplw'" and this wood of this [box]. And if there is some
first thing which is no longer called that-en with respect to something else, this is
first matter: thus if earth is air-y, and air is not fire but fier-y, fire would be the
first matter, not being a this. For that-of-which [to; kaq j ou|], [i.e.] the
uJpokeivmenon, differs, in that one [uJpokeivmenon] is a this and another is not. Thus
man, and body and soul, is the uJpokeivmenon of the affections, and musical or
white is an affection (when music comes-to-be-in [the uJpokeivmenon], it is called,
not music, but musical, and the man is called not whiteness but white, not a walk
or a motion but walking or moving, as being that-en). So in cases of this kind [sc.
where the uJpokeivmenon is a this, and is called paronymously from the affected]
8

accepting the text of Ab, with Bonitz, Ross and Jaeger
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the ultimate thing is oujsiva: but in the other kind of case, where what is predicated
is a form and a this, the ultimate thing is matter and oujsiva-in-the-sense-of-matter
[oujsiva uJlikhv, as opposed to oujsiva aJplw'"]. And it comes out right [ojrqw'"
sumbaivnei] that "that-en" ["ejkeivninon," standing in for any paronymous term] is
said both with respect to [i.e. paronymously from] the matter and with respect to
the affections: for both are indeterminate [ajovrista; i.e. to say that something is
made of this matter, or that has this affection, does not determine what the thing
is].9 (1049a18-b2)
I discussed in IIb2 Aristotle's thesis that matter, like qualities, is indeterminate, and his
comparison of paronymy from a matter with paronymy from a quality; these ideas, while
intrinsically important, are not about duvnami" as such, and so this passage may seem like a
digression in the middle of Q. But this discussion has two important implications which explain
why Aristotle includes it here. First, we learned in Q6 that the duvnami" presupposed by the
coming-to-be of a substance is its matter; the present passage points out that this matter, the
underlying uJpokeivmenon of the substantial change, is not a this; the implication is that the matter
cannot be an ajrchv in the strict sense, i.e. cannot be prior kat j oujsivan to the resulting substance,
and this implication will be one major support of Q8's argument that ejnevrgeia is prior to
duvnami". Second, the claim that if X is matter for a substance Y (and thus is dunavmei Y), then Y
is not X but X-en, is crucial in defending Aristotle's claim that the relation "X is dunavmei Y" is
not transitive. If, when X is dunavmei Y, it followed that Y is X, then, when X is dunavmei Y and
Y is dunavmei Z, it would follow that Z is Y and Y is X, and therefore that Z is X (if the box were
not wooden but wood, and the wood were not earthen but earth, then the box would be earth-whereas, Aristotle says here, it is not even earthen). In other words, if the matter of something
were its oujsiva, then a single ultimate material ajrchv (if there is one, and Aristotle agrees that
there is one at least for sublunar things) would also be immediately the matter, and the duvnami",
for all things. It is important for Aristotle's negative project in the Metaphysics to refute such
claims about the ajrcaiv. For Aristotle there are many matters for different things (a point made in
H, esp. H4, in talking about the "appropriate matter" which must be cited in defining each thing,
and taken up in the account of material ajrcaiv in L2), and there are many dunavmei" for different
things: as Aristotle will insist in L4-5, the only sense in which a single duvnami" is an ajrchv for all
things is that all dunavmei" are one by analogy. Q7 thus puts Q6's extension of the notion of
duvnami" to matter (developing D7) together with the Q1-5 account of dunavmei" for motion
(developing D12) to answer the question left over from D7 of when X is dunavmei Y; but the
function of the chapter, in the ongoing argument of Q, is to criticize the claim of duvnami" to be
an ajrchv, and to prepare for the positive account of ejnevrgeia as a prior ajrchv.
Q8
Q8 draws the main positive conclusions of Q, although the conclusions are still expressed in
terms of priority rather than of ajrcaiv. Aristotle starts by asserting quite generally that ejnevrgeia
is prior to duvnami", where duvnami" is taken broadly enough to include natures as well (1049b49

note the textual trouble about ouj tovde ti ou\sa (perhaps comment on Ross' suggestion ouj tovde ti kai; oujsiva);
question about to; e[scaton, is it only the first subject that is not a this, or (as seems more likely) every subject of a
substantial predicate?; note on kaqovlou/kaq j ou|. see how much of this I talked about in IIb2. I think my attention to
textual issues has been growing in the course of writing, thus some unevenness
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10); then, calling explicitly on D11's distinction of senses of priority, he breaks this down into
three different claims: "ejnevrgeia is prior to every such [duvnami" in the broad sense] both in
lovgo" and in oujsiva, and in time it is [prior] in one way and not in another" (b10-12). The most
important claim is about priority in oujsiva, since this is the crucial test for the ajrcaiv that are the
objects of wisdom. But Aristotle has good reasons for discussing priority in time and in lovgo" as
well. The physicists justify their ajrcaiv by arguing that they are prior in time to everything else,
and Platonist dialecticians justify their ajrcaiv by arguing that they are prior in lovgo"; and
Aristotle thinks that the physicists' ajrcaiv usually, and the dialecticians' ajrcaiv at least
sometimes, are dunavmei" or dunavmena causes rather than ejnevrgeiai or ejnergou'nta causes. So it
is important for Aristotle to undermine the claims of duvnami" to be prior in time or in lovgo", in
order to show that his opponents' arguments do not succeed, on the opponents' own terms, in
establishing the priority of duvnami".
Perhaps the easiest case, certainly the one Aristotle wastes least time over, is priority in lovgo".
"That [ejnevrgeia] is prior in lovgo" is clear: for what is in the primary sense dunatovn [= capable]
is dunatovn through being able to act [tw'/ ejndevcesqai ejnergh'sai]--for instance, I call
housebuilder what is able to housebuild [levgw oijkodomiko;n to; dunavmenon oijkodomei'n], and
sighted what is able to see, and visible what is able to be seen: the account is the same in all
cases, so that necessarily the lovgo" [of the ejnevrgeia] must exist prior to the lovgo" [of the
duvnami"],10 and the knowledge to the knowledge" (1049b12-17). Aristotle rushes through this,
almost in a parenthesis, on the way to the more controversial question of priority in time. What it
is for one person to be a housebuilder and another a fluteplayer (or for one e{xi" to be the art of
housebuilding and another to be the art of fluteplaying) is for one to be able to build houses and
the other to be able to play flutes. And Aristotle's scientific program depends on analyzing
natural powers analogously to the arts. This applies most obviously to psychic powers such as
the senses: in Aristotle's example here, for something to be sighted [oJratikovn] is for it to be able
to see [oJra'n], using the same construction of adjectives in -ikov" and nouns in -ikhv so commonly
applied to artisans and arts. According to the program of the De Anima, Aristotle analyzes the
soul as a series of powers (to; aijsqhtikovn and so on), and describes each power by describing its
ejnevrgeia (to; aijsqavnesqai), "since the ejnevrgeiai and pravxei" are prior in lovgo" to the powers"
(DA II,4 415a18-20, cf. a14-22)--rather than trying to say what the soul is by finding its
substratum, and concluding that it is a fire or a self-moved number or a blend of Being and
Sameness and Difference. And many qualities in non-living things are also to be analyzed as
powers, and described by describing their ejnevrgeiai: as Aristotle says here in Q, the visible is
what is able to be seen, which can be filled out by analyzing a color as a power to move a
transparent medium and thereby move the organ of sight so as to actualize the power of sight.
Aristotle is here defending one side in an internal Academic debate with both logical and
teleological aspects: is a e{xi" valued for the sake of, and defined by reference to, its ejnevrgeia,
or, rather, is the ejnevrgeia valued for the sake of the e{xi" and defined as what results from the
e{xi" or is necessary for acquiring or maintaining it?11 Thus while for Aristotle the aim of human
life is rational activity, and the virtues are by definition whatever e{xei" enable such activity (NE
I,7 1098b5-18), Plato says that just actions are those actions which tend to preserve justice as a
10

accepting Jaeger's supplement to;n lovgon <tou' lovgou> prou>pavrcein. if we keep the transmitted text, this must of
course be implicitly understood
11
Aristotle gives a manifesto-like statement of his position already in Protrepticus B79-84: if the same term is
applied in a duvnami"-sense and in an ejnevrgeia-sense, it will be applied in a stronger sense to what is ejnergou'n. In
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condition of the soul, as healthy actions are those actions which tend to preserve health as a
condition of the body: he implies both that justice is prior in definition to just actions, and that
just actions are valued on account of the virtue rather than vice versa (Republic IV 444c1445b4). Plato would presumably concede that if (e.g.) a virtue were defined as a duvnami", it
would be posterior in definition to its ejnevrgeia, but he would say that the essence of virtue is not
being a duvnami" but being a good condition of the soul, where this can be spelled out, say, as a
harmony; Aristotle thinks that this kind of definition is hopeless, and that we can give a scientific
treatment of souls, virtues, and so on, only by defining them as dunavmei" and spelling out what
ejnevrgeiai they are for.
Turning to priority in time, Aristotle concedes that the physicists are right in a sense, namely
in the sense that prior to any given man, or seeing thing, in ejnevrgeia, there was something that
was a man or a seeing thing only dunavmei (Q8 1049b19-23).12 A physicist might infer that what
there was before the world was the world only dunavmei, and that the various things present in
that initial condition were only dunavmei the various things now present in the world. But,
Aristotle says, "the ejnergou'n, which is the same in species but not in number, is prior"
(1049b18-19):13 prior to this man Socrates there was a seed that was only potentially Socrates
and only potentially a man, but prior again to this there was the generator, Sophroniscus, who
was a man in ejnevrgeia. Aristotle refers back explicitly to his discussion of coming-to-be in Z7-9
(ejn toi'" peri; oujiva" lovgoi", 1049b27-8; he gives a close paraphrase of the first sentence of Z7),
and, rephrasing it in the language of duvnami" and ejnevrgeia, gives the general formula that "what
exists in ejnevrgeia comes-to-be out of what exists in duvnami" by the agency of [uJpov] what exists
in ejnevrgeia" (1049b24-5). Sometimes, however, Aristotle seems to be using the stronger thesis
that when something comes-to-be X, an efficient cause which is already actually X must exist,
not just before the actual X that comes-to-be, but even before the potential X which is the
material cause of the actual X that comes-to-be. Aristotle has a right to this stronger thesis if X is
a plant or animal, where the appropriate matter of an X (e.g. the seed of a plant, the egg of a bird,
perhaps the katamenia or the embryo for an mammal) is something species-specific that can only
be produced by the form of an X,14 but not if X is an artifact or a mineral or one of the four socalled elements. The weaker thesis (any actual X that comes-to-be must be preceded by an
efficient cause which is already actually X) is enough to show that the ajrcaiv cannot include
merely a potential X without an actual X, but we would need the stronger thesis to show that a
potential X cannot be among the ajrcaiv at all, that actual-X is prior to potential-X and cannot be
merely simultaneous. However, this does not cause too much practical trouble for Aristotle's
argument that a potential-X is not among the ajrcaiv, since no one is seriously going to propose
potential-bed or potential-clay, under those descriptions, as ajrcaiv (as Anaxagoras did apparently
propose seeds of plants and animals), although of course they might propose material elements to
which it incidentally belongs to be potentially clay or bed. Someone might propose potentialearth as an ajrchv, not just in the sense that water is an ajrchv and it is incidental to water to be
potentially earth, but in the sense that that the ajrcaiv include a prime matter whose essence is
exhausted by being potentially earth, potentially water, potentially air and potentially fire.
Aristotle's arguments here could legitimately establish only that such a prime matter could not be
12
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temporally prior to earth, water, air and fire; they could all be simultaneously co-eternal, and
Aristotle thinks that this is in fact the case. He still thinks that prime matter is not in the strict
sense an ajrchv, but this is because it is posterior in oujsiva, and cannot be established on the basis
of arguments about priority in time.
Aristotle applies what I have called the "weaker thesis" (any actual X that comes-to-be must
be preceded by an efficient cause which is already actually X) not only to substantial species but
also, more dubiously, to habit-types such as being an artisan, and activity-types such as
practicing an art. Thus someone cannot become a housebuilder unless there was a prior
housebuilder to teach him the art (the example is mousikov", 1049b24-7). Further, the teacher
cannot pass on the art unless he somehow exercises it (even if he can pass it on purely orally, that
is still an exercise of the art): so any exercise of the art of housebuilding becomes possible only
through a prior exercise of the art of housebuilding. In fact, Aristotle says, for a teacher to pass
on to me the art of housebuilding, it is not enough for him to exercise the art in my presence: I
must exercise it too. This threatens an absurd regress, and the impossibility of ever learning an
art, if "it is impossible to be a housebuilder without having [already] housebuilt anything"
(1049b29-30). All Aristotle says here by way of a solution is that the learner already has the art
of housebuilding to some degree, so that it is not absurd that he should build houses, and become
a fully-fledged housebuilder through building them. To use Aristotle's terms from elsewhere,
first he oijkodomei' not oijkodomikw'", that is, not tecnikw'", and then he becomes a full
oijkodovmo", able to oijkodomei'n tecnikw'" and oijkodomikw'".15 Presumably at the beginning he
builds under the orders of (or actually having his hands guided by) the teacher, so that his act of
housebuilding is at the same time his teacher's act of housebuilding and an exercise of his
teacher's art, and then he becomes able to housebuild in an exercise of his own art. (All this is
important, not just because Aristotle will come back to the example for a deeper lesson later in
Q8, but also because he thinks of animal generation on this model: initially the male seed moves
the katamenia in the appropriate way from without, and then as the embryo develops from the
katamenia it "learns" to move in the appopriate way from its own internal disposition, and this is
just what it is for it to acquire a soul and so become an actual animal of the species.16) So both
the first ejnevrgeia and the second ejnevrgeia of housebuilding will come about only through a
prior ejnevrgeia of the same type, and so the first ejnevrgeia will be at least as old as the first
duvnami", and the second ejnevrgeia will be at least as old as the first ejnevrgeia. Or so Aristotle's
story goes. We might complain that this account of learning makes progress in the arts
impossible. The complaint seems particularly serious, given that Aristotle elsewhere accepts a
story of cyclical catastrophic destructions of civilization, followed each time by a gradual
reconstruction of the arts and sciences; philosophy, in particular, has made rapid progress and
come almost to completion in Aristotle's own time.17 I am not at all sure how Aristotle would
respond to this complaint. But even here, he thinks that the progress of the arts is cyclical, so that
the perfect arts were preceded by imperfect arts which were preceded by earlier perfect arts
before the last flood or fire, and there was never an ajrchv-condition with only imperfect arts. And
of course Aristotle's thesis remains safe at a more generic level: even if there can be an exercise
of this art when there was no prior exercise of this art, still there can be no motion unless there
15
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was previously a motion of some type.
In context, these issues are important for Aristotle because of his running argument with the
physicists, and especially with Anaxagoras, who thinks that in the beginning there were no actual
plants or animals but only their seeds, and no actual motion, and also no nou'" in (second)
ejnevrgeia but only a not-yet-exercised duvnami". Aristotle's discussion here is quite incomplete:
he says nothing, for instance, about privations or about things that come-to-be by chance or
spontaneity, presumably because Z7-9 is the official discussion of the whole issue, but also
because no one is seriously claiming that dunavmei" (per se) for these things are among the
ajrcaiv, and Aristotle is making no counterclaim that the ejnevrgeiai of these things are among the
ajrcaiv. Aristotle's fundamental point is that an account that begins with dunavmei" or dunavmena
causes and then describes how their ejnevrgeiai subsequently emerge, while it is sufficient for
people who are merely telling a story, is scientifically inadequate: we need to explain why the
ejnevrgeiai emerge (e.g. why does the ordered world emerge out of a previous quiescent state?
why now and not sooner?), and mere dunavmei" or dunavmena causes are insufficient to explain
the actual existence or occurrence of their effects: this requires something already ejnergou'n.
Aristotle thus rejects any description of the ajrcaiv as literal or metaphorical seeds: "those who
maintain, like the Pythagoreans and Speusippus, that the finest and best is not in the beginning
[ejn ajrch'/], on the ground that the ajrcaiv also of plants and animals are causes [of what is fine
etc.], but that what is fine and perfect/complete [tevleion] is in what is out-of these ajrcaiv, are
mistaken. For the seed is out-of other perfect/complete prior [plants or animals], and what is first
is not seed but the perfect/complete [plant or animal], as one would say that man is prior to the
seed, not the [man] that comes-to-be out-of the seed, but another one out-of which the seed
[comes-to-be]" (L7 1072b30-1073a3).18 So the world has always existed with each species
present in ejnevrgeia, and in each species there is an eternally repeated cycle of duvnami" and
ejnevrgeia; and Aristotle will argue (for reasons to be discussed in IIIb2 below) that the
perpetuation of this cycle within each species requires a cause which is always ejnergou'n,
namely the heavenly bodies: "in time one ejnevrgeia precedes another, up to the ejnevrgeia of the
first eternal mover" (Q8 1050b4-6).19 Thus by a critical examination of the physicists' account of
the ajrcaiv, Aristotle undermines the conception of the ajrcaiv as what existed temporally prior to
everything else. There is nothing that existed before everything else, except for eternal things
such as the heavenly bodies; and even the heavenly bodies, although they existed before any
given horse, did not exist before the species horse, so that even the priority of eternal things to
non-eternal things is a priority in oujsiva and not in time.
Aristotle's denial of an initial state of the universe is very important in undermining the
narrative conception of the ajrcaiv as what there was in the beginning, and thus in undermining
the narrative model of science, which explains how things are by showing how they arose from
that initial state. And this is needed in order to open up the possibility that the actual X is prior
(in a non-temporal, non-narrative way) to the potential X, so that the science of X will begin with
the actual X and then proceed to explain the potential X on its basis. Aristotle raises this question
of scientific order, in the case of animals, in De Partibus Animalium I,1: as he puts it, the issue is
18
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"whether we should say, like those who pursued this study before us, how each thing comes-tobe rather than how each thing is" (640a10-12). His answer is that we should start with a
knowledge of what each type of animal is, in the De Partibus Animalium, and only then explain
how it gets that way, in the De Generatione Animalium: for "in housebuilding too, these things
happen because the form of the house is such, rather than the house being such because it comesto-be in this way. For coming-to-be is for the sake of being [oujsiva], not being for the sake of
coming-to-be" (640a15-19). This contrasts with the order of explanation followed, for instance,
by Empedocles, who says "that animals have many [features] because it happened [sumbh'nai]
thus in generation, e.g. that they have this kind of backbone [i.e. one divided into vertebrae]
because it happened to be broken when [the animal in process of formation] turned around"
(640a20-22). Aristotle objects that an animal must have this kind of essential feature, not from
accidents in the process of generation, but because the seed has the power to produce this feature,
which is because the conspecific generator had the same feature. But since, for Empedocles,
there is always a first animal of each type within a given world-cycle, there is not always a
conspecific generator. So his fundamental problem is to explain that first animal; as in a
traditional story of how the leopard got his spots, the main focus is not on how the spots get
transmitted to later generations. Aristotle has no first animal to explain, and so he has the option
of beginning with the mature animal-type and using it to explain the process of formation and the
immature stages.
Priority in oujsiva
But how are we supposed to decide whether the mature organism or the seed, actual-X or
potential-X, has priority? The issue now is not of priority in time but of priority in oujsiva. The
most obvious way to decide this issue would be by Plato's test, asking which of them can exist
without the other. And indeed, this is the test used by the B#14 argument for the priority of
duvnami": as Aristotle puts it in the L6 restatement of the aporia, "it seems that everything that is
acting is capable [of acting], but not everything that is capable [of acting] is acting [to; me;n
ejnergou'n pa'n duvnasqai, to; de; dunavmenon ouj pa'n ejnergei'n], so that duvnami" would be prior"
(L6 1071b23-4, expanding on B#14 1003a1-2). Aristotle rejects this conclusion, so he ought to
have some diagnosis of where the argument goes wrong; as we saw (in IIIa1 above), L6 handles
this argument by referring back to Q8 for a determination of the senses in which duvnami" is and
is not prior to ejnevrgeia, and so, although Q8 does not explicitly solve the argument, it should at
least provide the basis for solving it.
For now I will consider only the case where actual-X and potential-X are not single (possibly
eternal) individuals, but merely eternal types, like oak and acorn. This is the case that Aristotle is
discussing at Q8 1050a4-b6, before turning to eternal individuals at 1050b6-1051a3. As we have
seen, the Q8 discussion of priority in time argues that neither the mature organism nor the seed is
temporally prior, i.e. that there was no time when potential-X existed and actual-X did not yet
exist, or vice versa. But it is not just a matter of fact that neither existed without the other: neither
could exist without the other, since the mature organism necessarily came from a seed, and the
seed necessarily came from a mature organism. Since neither can exist without the other, Plato's
test yields a tie. Now according to the Categories, if two things necessarily imply each other's
existence, the tiebreaking test is that "what is in any way a cause of being to the other would be
reasonably said to be prior by nature" (c12 14b12-13). Aristotle's argument at Q8 1050a4-b6
seems to apply this test to show that actual-X is more properly the cause of being to potential-X
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than vice versa, so that the tie should be resolved in favor of the priority of ejnevrgeia.
The argument is complicated and its structure is controversial. I will start by quoting it in full:
But [ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami"] also in oujsiva, first, because the things that are
posterior in coming-to-be are prior in form and oujsiva, as man [ajnhvr] to child,
and human [a[nqrwpo"] to seed (for the former already has the form and the latter
does not), and because everything that is coming-to-be is proceeding toward some
ajrchv and end [tevlo"] (for that for-the-sake-of-which is an ajrchv, and the comingto-be is for the sake of the end), and the ejnevrgeia is an end, and the duvnami" is
acquired for its sake. For animals do not see in order to have sight [o[yi" = the
visual power], but have sight in order to see, and likewise they have [the art of]
housebuilding in order to housebuild, and theoretical [knowledge] in order to
contemplate [qewrei'n]--they do not contemplate in order to have theoretical
[knowledge], except people who are studying/exercising [meletw'nte"], and these
are not contemplating except in a special sense.20 Again, the matter is dunavmei,
because it would [under appropriate conditions] go into the form; whenever it is
ejnergeiva/, then it is in the form. And likewise in the other cases, where the tevlo"
is a kivnhsi": for this reason, as teachers think they have delivered the finished
product [to; tevlo"] when they have exhibited [the student] ejnergw'n, so nature
likewise. For unless it is thus, it will be Pauson's Hermes:21 for it will be unclear
whether the knowledge is inside or outside, like the Hermes. For the e[rgon is a
tevlo", and the ejnevrgeia is the e[rgon, and for this reason the word "ejnevrgeia"
[tou[noma ejnevrgeia] is said in the sense of the e[rgon [levgetai kata; to; e[rgon],
and is extended [sunteivnei] to the ejntelevceia. And since in some cases the
crh'si" is the last thing (as seeing is the last thing for sight, and nothing else
comes-to-be from sight beyond this), while from some things something comesto-be (as from [the art of] housebuilding, beyond [the act of] housebuilding, a
house also comes-to-be), nonetheless in the former cases [the ejnevrgeia] is the
tevlo", and in the latter cases it is more tevlo" than the duvnami" is. For [the act of]
housebuilding is in the house-being-built, and it comes-to-be, and is,
simultaneously with the house. And of whatever things there is something else
that comes-to-be beyond the crh'si", the ejnevrgeia of these things is in the
poiouvmenon, as [the act of] housebuilding is in the house-being-built and the
weaving is in the thing-being-woven, and similarly in other cases, and in general
the kivnhsi" is in the kinouvmenon. But whatever things have no other e[rgon
beyond the ejnevrgeia, in these the ejnevrgeia is present (as seeing is in the seer and
contemplation in the contemplator and life in the soul, so that happiness too is in
the soul, since it is a kind of life). So it is clear that the oujsiva and the form are
[an] ejnevrgeia. So according to this argument it is clear that ejnevrgeia is prior to
duvnami" in oujsiva; and, as we have said, in time one ejnevrgeia precedes another,
up to the ejnevrgeia of the first eternal mover. (1050a4-b6)
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There is a structural problem here about the relation between 1050a4-7 ("But [ejnevrgeia is
prior to duvnami"] also in oujsiva, first, because the things that are posterior in coming-to-be are
prior in form and oujsiva, as man [ajnhvr] to child, and human [a[nqrwpo"] to seed (for the former
already has the form and the latter does not)") and the remainder 1050a7-b6. Bonitz, following
the pseudo-Alexander, thinks that 1050a4-7 are a complete short argument for the main
conclusion that ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami" in oujsiva, so that 1050a7-b6 would be a much
longer but formally parallel argument for the same conclusion; in support of this reading, "and
because" [kai; o{ti] in a7 seems to pick up "first, because" [prw'ton me;n o{ti] at the beginning of
the passage in a4, so that they would naturally introduce two parallel arguments. But despite
various plausibilities, I think that this reading must be wrong, and that there is only a single
continuous argument in 1050a4-b6 for the conclusion that ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami" in
oujsiva. To begin with, 1050a4-7 would at best be very elliptical as an argument that ejnevrgeia is
prior to duvnami", since it never uses the words "ejnevrgeia" or "duvnami"". Perhaps it simply takes
for granted that the form that distinguishes human being from seed is an ejnevrgeia, so that if
human being is prior to seed, ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami"; but Aristotle seems to have to argue
for this conclusion later in the passage ("so it is clear that the oujsiva and the form are [an]
ejnevrgeia", 1050b2-3). Another difficulty for Bonitz' reading is that the premiss introduced right
after 1050a4-7 ("because everything that is coming-to-be is proceeding toward some ajrchv and
end [tevlo"]", 1050a7-8) seems to duplicate the thesis of 1050a4-7 that "the things that are
posterior in coming-to-be are prior in form and oujsiva", rather than adding a new premiss that
might be the starting-point of an independent argument. To say that the final state toward which
coming-to-be proceeds is also the ajrchv of what was coming-to-be is just to say once more that
what is posterior in coming-to-be is prior in oujsiva to what was temporally prior: there are two
different justifications in 1050a4-7 and 1050a7-9, but they seem to be justifying the same
conclusion. And that Aristotle does not distinguish the two conclusions is confirmed by the
parallel in Physics VIII,7, "it seems in general that what is coming-to-be is incomplete [a[tele" =
lacking a tevlo"] and going toward an ajrchv, so that what is posterior in coming-to-be is prior in
nature" (261a13-14), where the argument is the argument of 1050a7-9 but the conclusion is the
conclusion of 1050a4-7. For these reasons, I think Bonitz is wrong to divide 1050a4-b6 into two
arguments at 1050a7; rather, it is one long argument with its main internal division after 1050a9
"and the ejnevrgeia is an end." The first part, 1050a4-9, says nothing about ejnevrgeia, but argues
for the thesis that the developmentally later stage (the tevlo") is the ajrchv of the developmentally
earlier stages, i.e. is prior to them in oujsiva, since it is that for the sake of which they come about;
then 1050a9-10 states the thesis that the ejnevrgeia is the tevlo" for the sake of which the duvnami"
is acquired, and 1050a10-b3 argues for this thesis, both in substance and in non-substance cases;
then Aristotle puts the two theses together to conclude that the ejnevrgeia, since it is the tevlo", is
prior to the duvnami" in oujsiva.22
Aristotle goes very quickly through the first part, 1050a4-9, arguing that "the things that are
posterior in coming-to-be are prior ... in oujsiva." Aristotle cites this slogan, with slight variations,
in a number of texts;23 he seems to expect his readers or hearers to recognize it and accept it, and
22
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he does not feel that he needs to argue for it fully here, but only to remind us of its main grounds.
But some comments may be helpful to clarify such arguments as Aristotle gives in 1050a4-9.
Clearly the claim that "the things that are posterior in coming-to-be are prior in form and
oujsiva" needs some restriction: decaying tooth is not prior in oujsiva to healthy tooth, and fluteplaying man is not prior in oujsiva to man. But Aristotle seems to be restricting his attention to
cases of the natural coming-to-be of something in its normal mature state. The argument of
1050a7-9 is causal, that is, it applies the causal test to break the tie left by Plato's test: neither the
mature nor the immature state can exist without the other, but the mature state is the final cause
of the existence of the immature state. It is obvious that what is coming-to-be "is proceeding
toward some ... tevlo"", where "tevlo"" at the outset just means "the final state of the process"; the
controversial and paradoxically emphasized claim is that this tevlo" is also an ajrchv, i.e. that it is
not just posterior in time but also prior in oujsiva.24 The middle term for proving this claim is
"for-the-sake-of-which": "the coming-to-be is for the sake of the tevlo"", but "that for-the-sakeof-which is an ajrchv"--because it is the cause of the existence of what is for its sake--and
therefore the tevlo" is an ajrchv. By contrast, the argument of 1050a4-7 turns on the claim--not
explicitly causal--that the final state of the process of coming-to-be "already has the form" and is
therefore prior in oujsiva. This argument makes best sense if it is restricted to cases of coming-tobe in the category of substance. But even with this restriction, the argument is making some
strong assumptions: it seems natural to say that the seed does not yet have the form of a human
being, but strange to say that a child does not yet have the form of a human being. But we can
gloss this by saying that to have the form of X (where X is some kind of plant or animal) is to
have the relevant (second) dunavmei" and the organs to exercise them, and that an immature
member of the species, which has not yet acquired all of these dunavmei" and organs, does not
fully possess the form of X. However, the deeper problem is what Aristotle means by saying that
what already has the form of some substance-type is "prior in form and oujsiva" to what does not.
Aristotle apparently intends this to be tautologically obvious, but if it is tautological, it seems
that it can conclude only to a priority of honor: what has the form is "higher-ranking" with
respect to form than what does not have the form, or what has it only partially. But then it seems
impossible to justify the inference from "priority in form" in this sense to priority in oujsiva, if
that means, as elsewhere, that the posterior thing is dependent in being on the prior. However,
Aristotle probably means to be relying on the conclusion of Q7 that the subject of which some
substance is predicated (and thus the subject which comes-to-be that substance) is not tovde ti;
and if so, he may be able to justify a more robust sense of priority in oujsiva. If "statue" is a
24
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supposed to happen in natural production, at least in the generation of plants and animals. here the tevlo" of the
coming-to-be is the ajrchv of the reasoning, and the beginning of coming-to-be is the endpoint of the reasoning, and
furthermore it seems that the priority of the tevlo" of coming-to-be is not just a logical priority in the reasoning, but
also a priority of the oujsiva to its material conditions. but much is obscure here, and I hope that the argument in Q8
does not hang on any detailed interpretation or development of the ideas from Z7. (with the Z7 passage cp. also NE
1112b19ff)
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genuine substance-term, then the bronze which becomes a statue is not tovde ti and therefore
does not exist kaq j auJtov but only parasitically on something else that is brazen, so that statue
will be prior to bronze in oujsiva. Once again this argument breaks a tie left by Plato's test,
although not explicitly by invoking causality; however, we can put it in causal terms by saying
that if bronze exists because the statue exists and is brazen, then the statue is the cause of
existence to the bronze and therefore is prior to it in oujsiva. But it is not so easy to apply this
argument to the more important biological case: if human being comes-to-be from seed (whether
this means the male seed, the katamenia, or the embryo), or chicken from egg, or man from
child, does the seed/egg/child exist only because something else exists and is
seedy/eggy/childish? We might try saying that for an embryo to exist is just for the mother to
exist and to be pregnant, since an embryo cannot be alive (thus cannot exist as an embryo) by
itself, but only as part of the mother's body, since the embryo does not yet have an internal
principle capable of sustaining life on its own. But it is harder to extend this kind of argument to
the case of a bird's egg, and hopeless to extend it to the child. But, as we have seen, it makes
sense to say that an immature X does not yet fully possess the form of X, since it does not yet
have all of the dunavmei" and organs characteristic of an X. Nor does the immature X have some
other form instead of the form of X; rather, for an immature X to be is for it to be an X, but an
a[tele" one; where what it is for it to be an X can be spelled out only by reference to what a
mature/tevleion X would be. So the analogy between (say) "kitten" and "bronze" is that, as for
bronze to exist is for some substance to exist and be brazen, so for a kitten to exist is for a cat to
exist and be kittenish, i.e. be immature/a[tele". The reason why we can say that a kitten is just an
immature cat, and infer that kitten is posterior to cat in oujsiva, whereas we cannot say that a cat
is just a superannuated kitten, and infer that cat is posterior to kitten in oujsiva, is that "cat," not
"kitten," is the substance-term; and this is because "cat" signifies the form, i.e. the set of
dunavmei" and organs directed to the survival of the individual and of the species, in which the
oujsiva of a living thing consists.
The larger part of the passage 1050a4-b6, namely 1050a9-b6, gives arguments that the
ejnevrgeia is the tevlo" of the duvnami", or, where it fails to be the tevlo", at least that it is closer to
the tevlo" than the duvnami" is. Aristotle distinguishes two cases, roughly Q6's distinction
between ejnevrgeiai in the category of kivnhsi" and ejnevrgeiai in the category of substance
(where the duvnami" is the matter); some of the arguments in 1050a9-b6 apply to only one of
these cases, or apply in the first instance to one and then are extended to the other. Another
distinction is that some of the arguments in 1050a9-b6 argue directly that the ejnevrgeia is a
tevlo" (or that the duvnami" is for the sake of the form), which, together with the conclusion of
1050a4-9 that the tevlo" is prior in oujsiva, yields the ultimate conclusion that the ejnevrgeia is
prior to the duvnami" in oujsiva. Some of the arguments, however, argue that "the oujsiva and the
form are [an] ejnevrgeia", which, together with the premisses that the form is a tevlo" and that the
tevlo" is prior in oujsiva, or with the implicit premiss of 1050a6-7 that what has the form is prior
in oujsiva to what does not, again implies that the ejnevrgeia is prior in oujsiva; but this kind of
argument applies only to ejnevrgeiai in the category of substance.
Aristotle begins at 1050a10-14 with kivnhsi"-cases, and specifically with his favorite examples
(favorite since the Protrepticus) of cognitive powers, the senses and the arts and sciences: these
are the cases where even those Academics who believe that the human good is the e{xi" of virtue
will find it hardest to resist his conclusion that the duvnami" is desirable for the sake of the
ejnevrgeia rather than vice versa. Then Aristotle extends gradually into more controversial cases.
The argument at 1050a15-16 applies only to substances. "The matter is dunavmei, because it
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would go into the form," since, as we saw in Q7, X is dunavmei Y if it would under the
appropriate external circumstances become Y; this sense of duvnami" must be said in relation to
some ejnevrgeia, which can only be the form of Y, i.e. what something has when it is already
actually Y. This is an argument that (in substance-cases) the ejnevrgeia is the form, but, since the
form is obviously the tevlo", it can also be put as an argument that in these cases the ejnevrgeia is
the tevlo". Aristotle next claims that in kivnhsi"-cases too, the ejnevrgeia is the tevlo": this is why
teachers think they have delivered the tevlo" when they have exhibited the student ejnergw'n on
his own, since otherwise it will be unclear whether the student has really acquired the knowledge
as an internal principle enabling him to ejnergei'n on his own, or whether his repeating lessons
and going through exercises are ejnevrgeiai of his teacher's knowledge rather than his own;25
"nature likewise," since the formation of an embryo is a similar process of "training" it until it
can perform its vital activities from an internal principle and no longer needs to be guided by the
male seed or nourished by the mother's blood.
Aristotle then says, generalizing from these cases: "for the e[rgon is a tevlo", and the ejnevrgeia
is the e[rgon, and for this reason the word 'ejnevrgeia' [tou[noma ejnevrgeia] is said in the sense of
the e[rgon [levgetai kata; to; e[rgon], and is extended [sunteivnei] to the ejntelevceia". It is
always true that the e[rgon, the work or thing accomplished, is a tevlo", and the ejnevrgeia is in
each case; but it is going beyond this to say that "the word 'ejnevrgeia' is said in the sense of the
e[rgon, and is extended to the ejntelevceia". It is one thing to say that every ejnevrgeia is an
e[rgon, another to say that every e[rgon is an ejnevrgeia; but--Aristotle is now saying--since some
e[rga, namely those in the category of kivnhsi" (or the categories of poiei'n and pavscein) are
ejnevrgeiai, the word "ejnevrgeia" can be extended or transferred to all e[rga, i.e. to actualities in
all categories including substance. (The basis for this extension will be the analogy described in
Q6: e[rga in all categories stand in the same proportion to their dunavmei" that ejnevrgeiai in the
strict sense do to dunavmei" for action or passion.) What Aristotle means by saying that the word
'ejnevrgeia' is extended to the ejntelevceia is clear from the parallel in Q3: "the word 'ejnevrgeia',
which is applied to the ejntelevceia [hJ ejnevrgeia tou[noma, hJ pro;" th;n ejntelevceian
suntiqemevnh], has been extended [ejlhvluqe] to other things too from [applying to] kinhvsei"
especially" (1047a30-31). The point is not simply, as Ross' translation has it, that the word
"ejnevrgeia" is etymologically derived from "e[rgon", but rather that the word "ejnevrgeia" is
extended so as to become coextensive with "e[rgon", or, equivalently, with "ejntelevceia"--for
"ejntelevceia" means etymologically the state of being completed or accomplished, and for this
reason Q1 had contrasted being kata; duvnamin with being [kat j] ejntelevceian kai; kata; to;
e[rgon (1045b33-4).26
Now if every e[rgon--every accomplished work, or its state of being accomplished--is to be
called an ejnevrgeia, then we have to admit that a duvnami" can have an ejnevrgeia that is external
to it, i.e. that does not inhere in the same substratum in which the duvnami" inheres. But Aristotle
is quite willing to admit this, in accord with his usual doctrine that the ejnevrgeia of the agent and
the patient are the same and that they are in the patient (if the motion were in the mover rather
than in the thing moved, there could be no unmoved movers). At the same time, there is an
awkwardness in the way he is forced to express this. He speaks of things that "things have no
other e[rgon beyond the ejnevrgeia" and of things that do have a further e[rgon, but if the
25
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ejnevrgeia of housebuilding is the house, or is in the house, in what sense is the e[rgon "beyond
the ejnevrgeia"? Perhaps for this reason, at 1050a23-4 he revisits the terminology of his earliest
writings and speaks of something coming-to-be "beyond the crh'si"" rather than "beyond the
ejnevrgeia": some powers we use simply for the sake of using them, while others we use in order
to produce further effect.27 In the case of a passion, or an intransitive action like walking, the
crh'si" or ejnevrgeia is the tevlo"; in a transitive action like housebuilding, this crh'si" is at least
closer to the tevlo" than the duvnami" is: we have the duvnami" in order to use it, and we use it in
order to produce the e[rgon. "But whatever things have no other e[rgon beyond the ejnevrgeia, in
these the ejnevrgeia is present," and this includes the case of the matter as duvnami" to the form,
where there is no further e[rgon: so "the oujsiva and the form are [an] ejnevrgeia", and are the
tevlo" for the sake of which the duvnami" is acquired, and therefore are prior to it in oujsiva, as was
to be shown.
Absolute priority, eternal things, and the ajrcaiv
There remains the claim that ejnevrgeia is absolutely [kuriwtevrw", 1050b6] prior to duvnami" in
oujsiva, that is, prior with the priority of an eternal individual to temporal things and not merely
with the priority of one eternal type, instantiated by temporal things, to another. Only this
"absolute" priority leads to the ajrcaiv of first philosophy, although the discussion of non-absolute
priority in oujsiva is very important, not just for determining what "ajrcaiv" physics (e.g. the
account of the generation of animals) should begin from, but also for eliminating things that
claim to be ajrcaiv absolutely, and for showing where the Plato's test argument for the priority of
duvnami" goes wrong.
Formally, Aristotle's main argument in this section (1050b6-34) is as follows: "eternal things
are prior to corruptible things in oujsiva" (1050b6-7); "but nothing dunavmei is eternal" (b7-8, and
then supported further down), so that eternal things are not dunavmei but purely ejnergeiva/; so
ejnevrgeia is an attribute of things that are prior to the things of which duvnami" is an attribute, and
therefore ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami" (using the sense of priority at D11 1018b37-1019a1). That
eternal things are prior to corruptible things is uncontroversial, assuming that there are eternal
things, and it is also uncontroversial that if we can find ajrcaiv (in the strict sense), they will be
eternal and will be prior to everything else; the priority of eternal things, including the ajrcaiv, to
corruptible-things-in-general will be priority only in oujsiva and not also in time, if there was
never a time when there were no corruptible things. And a suggestion of how to look for the
ajrcaiv, with the implied suggestion that we should abandon the search for ajrcaiv that are
temporally prior to everything else, has just come in the last few lines of the preceding section:
"as we have said, in time one ejnevrgeia precedes another, up to the ejnevrgeia of the first eternal
mover" (1050b4-6, with reference back to the argument that ejnevrgeia and duvnami" are each in
different ways temporally prior, 1049b17-1050a3). Since each corruptible living thing is
generated by a temporally prior conspecific corruptible living thing, and so back ad infinitum,
there is no hope of reaching an ajrchv by going further back in time; "the first eternal mover"-more literally, the thing which is always primarily moving (something else) ([hJ ejnevrgeia] tou'
ajei; kinou'nto" prwvtw")--will be found not as a first in the series of ancestors, but as a cause
which operates simultaneously with the entire series, and which is a primary cause sustaining the
existence and operation of the series of corruptible causes. That there must be such a cause is not
27
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argued here, but elsewhere, notably in Physics VIII,6, Aristotle does make the argument that an
eternal cycle of generation requires an eternal sustaining cause, and he will draw on this
argument in Metaphysics L.28 This argument from the Physics is not in the first instance to an
eternal unmoved mover, but just to eternally moving heavenly bodies ("a man is generated by a
man and by the sun"), and here too in Q8 1050b6-34 the heavenly bodies are the main examples
of eternal things. But naturally Aristotle is also thinking of what eternally moves the heavenly
bodies, which he will invoke when he applies the results of Q8 to the question of the ajrcaiv in
L6.
Since it is uncontroversial that eternal things are prior, and since Aristotle does not fill in the
argument here for the existence of ajrcaiv or of eternal things, his main burden here is to explicate
and defend the claim that eternal things are not dunavmei; what he says on this head will also feed
directly into L6's argument, in answer to B#14, that the ajrcaiv are not dunavmei.
The argument that eternal things are not dunavmei turns on the claim that "every duvnami" is
simultaneously for the contradictory" (1050b8-9). As we noted above in discussing Q2, Aristotle
claims this in a strong sense for rational powers (such as arts), but in a weaker sense for all
powers, since an active power will produce its effect only when conjoined with the correlative
passive power (and conversely), and otherwise they will yield the contradictory effect.29 So,
since "it is possible [ejndevcetai] for everything that is dunatovn not to ejnergei'n" (1050b10-11,
very similarly L6 1071b13-14 and b23-4, cp. B#14 1003a2), then "it is possible for what is
dunatovn-to-be ... not to be" (1050b11-12, paralleled L6 1071b19 and b25-6, cp. B#14 1003a2-4).
The basic point is the point that much of Q is designed to convey, that a duvnami" is not a
sufficient reason for something to actually be; so, at a minimum, there is no reason to expect
something that is merely dunatovn-to-be to be eternal. Here, as in L6, Aristotle draws the stronger
conclusion that something that is merely dunatovn-to-be will not be eternal (if an eternal moving
principle "ejnerghvsei, but its oujsiva is duvnami"", then "motion will not be eternal, since it is
possible for what-is-dunavmei not to be," L6 1071b17-19); perhaps he is relying on a principle
that every duvnami" that persists for infinite time will at some time be exercised, or perhaps he is
merely drawing on some form of the principle of sufficient reason.30 But an at least equally
dubious and equally important step in the argument comes in the initial claim that "every
duvnami" is simultaneously for the contradictory." After all, we might well think that actually
being implies being able to be [duvnasqai ei\nai], so that the eternal things, or the ajrcaiv, would
possess duvnami" as well as ejnevrgeia, in which case ejnevrgeia would have no priority over
duvnami". Indeed, the assumption that actuality implies potentiality is probably implicit in B#14's
Plato's test argument for the priority of duvnami" (1003a1-2), and the assumption is made explicit
when the argument is restated in L6: "it seems that everything that is acting is capable [of
acting], but not everything that is capable [of acting] is acting [to; me;n ejnergou'n pa'n duvnasqai,
to; de; dunavmenon ouj pa'n ejnergei'n], so that duvnami" would be prior" (1071b23-4). Here in this
section of Q8 (as in the other sections) Aristotle is offering a way to defuse this Plato's test
argument. Aristotle is claiming that, in one sense of dunatovn, whatever is dunatovn-to-be is also
dunatovn-not-to-be, so that eternal and necessarily existing things do not have duvnami". His
thought here can be filled out somewhat from De Interpretatione c13: there, in the course of
defending the claim that necessary-to-be implies dunatovn-to-be, against the objection that
dunatovn-to-be implies dunatovn-not-to-be and therefore contradicts necessary-to-be, Aristotle
28
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says that "'dunatovn' is not said in only one way, but is true in one case as being in actuality
[ejnergeiva/], e.g. it is dunatovn to walk because it is walking, and in general dunatovn to be
because it is already in actuality what it is dunatovn [to be]; in another case, because it would
ejnergei'n [under appropriate circumstances], e.g. dunatovn to walk because it would walk" (23a711). In the De Interpretatione this comes up as part of a purely logical investigation, but even
here Aristotle is interested in the implications for first philosophy: "the former kind of duvnami" is
in moved things alone, the latter in unmoved things as well" (23a11-13); "what is of necessity, is
in actuality, so that if eternal things are prior, ejnevrgeia is also prior to duvnami": for some things
are ejnevrgeiai without duvnami", like the first substances, others [are ejnevrgeiai] accompanied by
duvnami", which are prior by nature but posterior in time, and others are never ejnevrgeiai but only
dunavmei"" (23a21-6). This may seem like a sleight-of-hand to get out of a difficulty: obviously
there are different kinds of things which are dunatav, e.g. eternal and corruptible things, but it is
not obvious that these are dunatav in different senses, so that there is any sense in which eternal
things are not dunatav. Nonetheless, even if Aristotle's semantic claim that there is a sense in
which eternal things are not dunatav is overstretched, his underlying metaphysical point can be
defended. Since actually-X implies potentially-X but not vice versa, potentially-X would be prior
in oujsiva to actually-X, if potentially-X were a single tovde. But if potentially-X is an attribute
which belongs to two different kinds of things, necessarily-X and potentially-but-notnecessarily-X, then potentially-X need not be prior in oujsiva to necessarily-X, any more than
animal is prior in oujsiva to horse. Thus, in the case most important to Aristotle, potentiallymoving-cause is said both of essentially-actually-moving-cause and of not-essentially-actuallymoving-cause, but it is not prior in oujsiva to essentially-actually-moving-cause. The first moving
cause is an essentially actually moving cause, and, being an essentially actually moving cause, it
is a potentially moving cause; and so essentially-actually-moving-cause is prior. Strictly
speaking, Aristotle should say not that eternal things have no duvnami" but that they have no nonactualized (or not-essentially-actualized) duvnami"; but his stretching of the terminology is natural
enough, and does no harm to the content of his argument that ejnevrgeia is prior to duvnami".
However, there is another ambiguity, of which Aristotle is well aware, in asking whether
something is dunatovn or whether it is not (merely) dunatovn. This ambiguity was present already
in the posing of B#14: when he asks whether the ajrcaiv are dunavmei, is he asking whether they
(merely) potentially exist, or whether they (merely) potentially are something further--e.g.,
whether they are (merely) potential causes of the things they are causes of?31 Here in Q8
Aristotle is addressing both kinds of questions: what is dunatovn-to-be, in such a sense or manner
that it can also not be, "is corruptible, either absolutely [aJplw'"] or in respect of what it is said to
be able not to be, either in place or in quantity or quality; [to be corruptible] absolutely means in
respect of substance. Therefore none of the things that are incorruptible absolutely is dunavmei
absolutely (nothing prevents its being [dunavmei] in some respect, e.g. [dunavmei] such-in-quality
or somewhere); therefore they are all in ejnevrgeia. Nor are any of the things that are of necessity
[dunavmei absolutely]; but these are first, since if they did not exist, nothing would exist"
(1050b14-19).32 We might think that Aristotle is making heavy weather out of something
31
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uncontroversial, since all philosophers agree that the ajrcaiv are eternal--whether they are
movable but incorruptible bodies, as the pre-Socratic physicists say, or unchangeable
incorporeals, as the Academics say--and that there is no possibility of their ceasing to exist. But
there are at least two further points that Aristotle wants to make. First, as L6 puts it, "further,
these substances must be without matter, for they must be eternal, if anything else is to be
eternal. So they are ejnevrgeia" (1071b20-22). That is: the matter of X is the cause of X's
potentially existing, and, assuming that X currently exists, its matter is equally the cause of its
potentially not existing. Consequently, if the ajrcaiv have no potentiality for not existing, they are
without matter. Or, more precisely: if the ajrcaiv have no potentiality for not being absolutely,
they are without substantial matter-form composition, although if, like the heavenly bodies, they
have a potentiality for being in different places or in different orientations, they will still be
composed of (and substantially identical with) a "matter" for local but not substantial change
("all things that change have matter, but [a] different [matter]: even those eternal things which
are not generable but movable by locomotion [have a matter], not a generable [matter] but [a
matter for moving] from somewhere and to somewhere," L2 1069b24-6). Of all these things it is
correct to say that their substance is ejnevrgeia without duvnami". Second, Aristotle is interested
here also in ejnevrgeiai in non-substance categories including motion. So, having said that
incorruptible and necessary beings cannot be dunavmei absolutely, he adds, "neither can motion,
if it is eternal" (1050b20), making a point that will be taken up in a passage of L6 that we have
already cited (if an eternal moving principle "ejnerghvsei, but its oujsiva is duvnami"", then "motion
will not be eternal, since it is possible for what-is-dunavmei not to be," 1071b17-19--the argument
turns on the rule that if the cause, the moving principle, is duvnami", then its effect, the motion, is
dunavmei o[n). But if an eternal motion is not dunavmei, then "nor, if there is something eternal[ly?]
moved, will it be moved kata; duvnamin, except [for its being moved] from somewhere and to
somewhere (for nothing prevents its having a matter for this); and for this reason the sun and the
stars and the whole heaven are always acting [ejnergei'], and there is no reason to fear lest they
should stop, as the physicists are afraid. Nor do they tire in doing this, for their motion, unlike
that of corruptible things, is not connected with a duvnami" for the contradictory, so that the
continuity of motion would be laborious: for the oujsiva [of corruptible things], being matter and
duvnami" and not ejnevrgeia, is the cause of this" (Q8 1050b20-28). The point is not simply that
the eternally moved body does not have a duvnami" not to exist (this we knew already), but that
its motion also does not have a duvnami" not to exist, and therefore that the body does not have a
duvnami" not to be moved (except in that, just as it has the duvnami" to be here or there, it has the
duvnami" to be moved from here to there or from there to here). Thus it is not merely the
ejnevrgeia of existing, but the ejnevrgeia of being moved, which belongs to the oujsiva of the body.
Of course, if we can infer from an eternal constant motion to an eternal unmoved mover, then the
ejnevrgeia of moving the body will belong to the oujsiva of the mover, and the mover will be a
pure ejnevrgeia without any duvnami" and without any matter even for locomotion. Q8 says that
"even the things which are in change, like earth and fire, imitate the incorruptibles, for these too
are always acting [ejnergei']" (1050b28-9); that is, sublunar things imitate the constant motion of
the heavens; but the heavens too will be imitating the constant ejnevrgeia of their movers. Q
deliberately refuses to take this inferential step to a positive theory of incorporeal ajrcaiv, but
equally deliberately it prepares for L to take it.
Three corollaries: knowledge and motion, evil, mathematics
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Q8 has drawn the main conclusion, the priority of ejnevrgeia over duvnami", which Aristotle
will use in his positive account of the ajrcaiv. The remainder of Q33 draws three corollaries from
the discussion of ejnevrgeia and duvnami", all of which seem chiefly concerned with resolving
problems arising from Academic accounts of the ajrcaiv; all will play some role in supporting the
positive account in L. None are exactly corollaries of Q8's conclusion that ejnevrgeia is prior to
duvnami", but they help to support and fill out Aristotle's revisionist picture of ejnevrgeia as prior,
and of the ajrcaiv as consisting in ejnevrgeia.
The first point is made quickly, in a kind of parenthesis before the formal conclusion of Q8:34
"if there are such natures or substances as the dialecticians [oiJ ejn toi'" lovgoi"] say the ideas are,
there would be something much more knowing than knowledge-itself, and more moved than
motion[-itself]: for [ordinary instances of knowledge and motion] are more ejnevrgeiai, and [the
ideas of knowledge and motion] are [merely] dunavmei" for [those ejnevrgeiai]" (Q8 1050b341051a2). The conclusion is supposed to be a reductio ad absurdum, since anyone who posits an
idea of X wants it to be the X-itself, and anyone who posits an X-itself wants it to be most X (or
X in the strongest sense), and the cause to other X things of their being X. The reductio
obviously depends on Aristotle's assumption that the ejnevrgeia of X is more X than the duvnami"
of X is (or, perhaps equivalently, that the duvnami" of X is said to be X on account of the
ejnevrgeia of X, rather than vice versa).35 But what justifies the claim that the ideas of knowledge
and motion would be dunavmei"?
Aristotle is not saying that all ideas would be dunavmei",36 and I can see no reason why he
would think this. He is thinking of specific and notorious difficulties about motion and
knowledge. How can there be an idea of motion, as the Sophist says, if all of the ideas are
unchangeable? The Sophist insists that the idea of motion must itself be moved, but it seems that
it cannot be moved in the usual sense--it cannot be in one state at time t and in another state at
time t'. Aristotle reasonably draws the conclusion that the idea of motion is not actually moved,
but is "moved" only in the sense of being a potential cause of motion to its participants, that is, a
duvnami" for motion which is actualized when something participates in it and is moved in some
particular way. And the difficulty with knowledge (or with nou'") is similar: as motion-itself will
not be moved in any particular way, so it seems that knowledge-itself will not be knowing
anything in particular. If the idea of knowledge were knowledge of X, then participating in the
idea of knowledge would be participating in knowledge of X, and the idea could not cause its
participants to know anything other than X. On the other hand, if the idea of knowledge were
simultaneously knowledge of all the different knowable objects, then there would only be one
science, so that whatever possesses the knowledge of X would also possess the knowledge of Y,
which is manifestly false. Again, Aristotle reasonably concludes that the idea of knowledge is
not actually knowledge of any particular object, but is only a duvnami", a general capacity for
scientific rationality, which is actualized when something participates in it and comes to know
something in particular. (Aristotle may also be thinking of the view, which he endorses at
33

I mean, as usual, Q1-9, leaving Q10 aside
Q8 is a formal unit, not just an editor's artifact, with the formal conclusion 1051a2-3 recalling the initial thesis as
set out at 1049b4-5 and clarified 1049b5-10. one way or another, d eliminate duplication with the end of IIIa1
35
see discussion above for Aristotle's difference with some other Academics (already in the Protrepticus) on this
question
36
as is claimed e.g. by Joseph Owens, and by a footnote in Ross' translation (his commentary is silent). the pseudoAlexander, deeply confused, thinks the problem is that knowledge and motion are accidents. Thomas thinks the
problem is that knowledge (as opposed to qewrei'n) is necessarily a duvnami"--this does have something to do with it,
but then what does he think the problem with motion is?
34
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Metaphysics M10 1087a10-21, that the knowledge of a universal is always a [second] duvnami",
whose ejnevrgeiai consist in recognizing some individual as falling under that universal;
assuming that an idea of knowledge would have a universal object, it would be only a duvnami"
actualized when an individual knower uses it to know an individual object.) Now the reason that
Aristotle raises these issues about motion and knowledge here is not simply that these were
notorious embarrassments for the theory of ideas, but that he himself wants his first ajrchv to be
the highest kind of knowledge, and also to be a cause of motion. But, as Q8 has argued, the ajrchv
must be pure ejnevrgeia, and therefore it cannot be an idea of knowledge or motion. Aristotle's
positive alternative will emerge in L: the ajrchv is not nou'" in the sense of a general capacity for
rationality, nor a e{xi"-knowledge of some universal, but a single act of novhsi" of a single
immaterial individual. So too, the ajrchv is neither an activity involving change of state, nor an
unchanging duvnami" for such activity, but an unchanging activity that produces motion in the
heavens and is thus the first cause of motion: it is not more moved than sensible things, but it is
more active [ejnergou'n] and more motion-causing [kinhtikovn], although philosophers before
Aristotle had not thought these could belong to something unless it was moved itself.37
Next, the first half of Q9 (1051a4-21) is officially devoted to arguing that "better and more
honorable than the good duvnami" is [its] ejnevrgeia" (1051a4-5). This does not immediately
sound like a thesis about the ajrcaiv, and indeed it may sound like a digression from the more
serious discussion of the logical and metaphysical priority of ejnevrgeia to a looser priority in
value. But the point becomes clear from the consequence Aristotle draws at the end of the
section, that "that there is no evil para; ta; pravgmata, for the evil is posterior in nature to the
duvnami"; therefore, in the things which are ejx ajrch'" and eternal, there is no evil or anything
which has gone wrong or been corrupted" (1051a17-21). This is clearly a thesis about the ajrcaiv,
namely that there are no evil ajrcaiv (whether an evil-itself or something else which happens to be
bad). Metaphysics A had attributed both to Empedocles and to Plato a pair of contrary good and
evil ajrcaiv (for Plato the One and the Dyad); and Q9 in speaking of evil para; ta; pravgmata is
perhaps especially denying Platonic forms, of evil as such or of particular types of evil. The
understanding of duvnami" and ejnevrgeia acquired in Q is supposed to allow us to solve the old
problems of whether there is an evil ajrchv, and whether there are ideas of evils. The argument is
as follows. Every duvnami" is simultaneously a duvnami" for two contrary ejnevrgeiai (1051a5-13).
So "necessarily one of these [ejnevrgeiai] must be the good" (a13-14): perhaps this means merely
that if any value-terms apply to the ejnevrgeiai, one must be good and the other bad, but perhaps
the point is that since (as argued in Q8) the duvnami" is for the sake of its ejnevrgeia, that
ejnevrgeia must be good--that is, the ejnevrgeia which the duvnami" is per se a duvnami" for will be
good, and the contrary ejnevrgeia will be bad.38 By contrast, says Aristotle, the duvnami" itself "is
likewise both or neither" good or bad (a14): this is an exaggeration, since Aristotle has spoken
just above of a "good duvnami"", but it is good only to the extent that it is per se directed toward
the good ejnevrgeia, and "therefore the ejnevrgeia is better" (a15). A consequence of this analysis
is that there are no bad dunavmei", but only bad ejnevrgeiai of dunavmei" which are naturally
37

seee IIIg for discussion. note that Plotinus takes Aristotle's criticisms of Plato here seriously enough that he
reinterprets Plato's nou'" as a complex of sciences (unified by interentailment) of a plurality of intelligible contents,
and indeed as an ejnevrgeia of novhsi" of these things, and he also reinterprets the kivnhsi" in the intelligible world as
an ejnevrgeia (of novhsi") without change of state
38
relying on Q2, where arts or "productive sciences" like medicine are "of contraries, but of one per se and of the
other not per se" (1046b11-12), being per se of the positive contrary (e.g. health) and per accidens of the privative
contrary (e.g. disease) (cp. Topics VII,5 143a2-5, where the art of medicine produces health per se and disease only
per accidens)
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directed toward good ejnevrgeiai, but which are sometimes obstructed from reaching their natural
tevlo". A further consequence is that all the types of priority of ejnevrgeia to duvnami" which were
described in Q8, in lovgo" and in oujsiva and (in a sense) in time, apply only to the good
ejnevrgeia. The duvnami" exists because the good ejnevrgeia exists (since the good ejnevrgeia is the
tevlo" for the sake of which the duvnami" exists), but we cannot say that the duvnami" exists
because the bad ejnevrgeia exists; on the contrary, the bad ejnevrgeia exists only because the
duvnami" exists and is sometimes obstructed from reaching its natural tevlo". Thus, as Aristotle
concludes, "the evil is posterior in nature to the duvnami"". Consequently, there is no evil in the
ajrcaiv, since evil is always a bad ejnevrgeia which is posterior to the duvnami" which is posterior
in turn to the good ejnevrgeia. Likewise, there is no evil in anything eternal, since eternal things
have no duvnami" which could fail to attain its tevlo". Likewise, neither evil as such nor any
particular type of evil exists para; ta; pravgmata, since the bad ejnevrgeia exists not kaq j auJtov but
inseparably from the underlying duvnami" (or from the bearer of the duvnami"). The theses that the
ajrcaiv, and eternal things generally, are pure ejnevrgeia without duvnami", give Aristotle a
criterion for identifying and purging inappropriate descriptions of the ajrcaiv or of eternal things:
any description that can be shown to imply duvnami" is inappropriate. Descriptions of the ajrcaiv
or of eternal things that put evil among them are the first to be purged. In L6-10, guided by the
results of Q, Aristotle will supply a thoroughly purged description of the nature and causality of
the ajrcaiv. And the asymmetry between good and evil, leading in L10 to the positing of a
separately existing good ajrchv without an evil contrary, will be a crucial part of his resolution of
the disputes and difficulties about the good as an ajrchv raised already in Metaphysics A.
Finally, in the latter half of Q9 (1051a21-33), Aristotle gives what can be described as an
argument for the scientific, or more precisely the heuristic, priority of ejnevrgeia: a scientific truth
may apply to things which are dunavmei as well as to things which are ejnergeiva/, but "the things
which are dunavmei are discovered [euJrivsketai] by being brought to ejnevrgeia ... so that
duvnami" is out-of ejnevrgeia" (1051a29-31). But this is only a partial description of the passage. It
is also important that all of Aristotle's examples are about mathematics; and indeed the thesis as
he announces it at the beginning is that "diagravmmata [which means equally geometrical
diagrams and geometrical proofs] are discovered by ejnevrgeia: for they discover by dividing [i.e.
by drawing in lines in a diagram]" (1051a21-3). And his argument here helps to eliminate a
difficulty about mathematics which had been lying in the background since the beginning of
Metaphysics Beta. Recall that in B#1 one argument, which we found plausible grounds for
ascribing to Speusippus, had tried to show that wisdom is not a science of efficient or final
causes, on the ground that unmoved things, and in particular mathematical objects, do not have
these causes (996a21-b1, as interpreted in Ib2c above);39 the presumption was that mathematical
things (being unchangeable) are prior to physical things, so that their causes would be prior
ajrcaiv and better candidates to be the objects of wisdom. Aristotle's own program for seeking the
ajrcaiv, announced in G and pursued in EZHQ, has all-but-ignored the mathematicals, beginning
instead from physical things as the effects best known to us, and looking for their separately
existing unmoved causes. Furthermore, since Metaphysics Z has shown that the pursuit of formal
causes of physical things does not lead to such ajrcaiv, Aristotle turns instead to efficient causes-39

compare the K parallel: "The desired science must not be supposed to concern the causes which have been named
in the Physics. For it is not even [accepting Bonitz' emendation, as I did in Ib2c but would probably not do now, d
make consistent] about the for-the-sake-of-which: for this is the good, and this exists in the case of things-done and
things which are in motion; and this is a first mover--for a tevlo" is such--and there is no first mover in the case of
immobile things" (K1 1059a34-38).
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dunavmei" or potential efficient causes as causes of to; o]n dunavmei and ejnevrgeiai or actual
efficient causes as causes of to; o]n ejnergeiva/, rather than causes of being in the sense of oujsiva.
And he will claim in L that at least one upward chain of actual efficient causes does lead to the
desired ajrchv, which is pure ejnevrgeia and the cause of ejnevrgeia to other things, and which is an
efficient cause just by being the ultimate final cause, that is, the good. Even if Aristotle's
program works, the mathematicals seem to have been left dangling--they may have their own,
independent, ajrcaiv, and it seems that these ajrcaiv would not be efficient or final causes, and that
they would not be ejnevrgeiai or causes of ejnevrgeia to the mathematicals, since mathematical
things, being eternally and necessarily what they are, have no potentialities to actualize. As B#1
puts it in stating the claims of the sciences of the different causes, "we think that knowing each
of the things of which there are demonstrations occurs when we know what it is (for instance,
what squaring [a rectangle] is, that it is finding the mean [proportional line], and likewise in the
other cases), but [we think knowing occurs] about comings-to-be and actions and every kind of
change when we know the ajrch; kinhvsew"" (996b18-23).40 How does Aristotle answer this, and
how does he justify ignoring the route to formal causes of mathematical things in favor of the
route to efficient and final causes of physical things? In the main body of the Metaphysics, his
only answer seems to be the verdict of E1 (supported later in M2-3) that mathematicals exist
inseparably and dependent on physical things, so that presumably the causes of mathematicals
will also exist inseparably and dependent on physical things or on the causes of physical things,
and so will not be the ajrcaiv we are seeking. But the latter half of Q9 seems to allow another
answer, and one that responds much more directly to the arguments of B#1.
Aristotle says, "diagravmmata are discovered [euJrivsketai] by ejnevrgeia: for they discover by
dividing. For if [the figures] were [already] divided, [the diagravmmata, i.e. the proofs] would be
manifest; but as it is [the diagravmmata] are present in potentiality" (1051a21-4). He adds two
examples of elementary geometrical theorems (that the interior angles of a triangle are equal to
two right angles, and then a theorem deduced from this, that the angle in a semicircle is right)
where the conclusion is not obvious from the initial figure that sets out the proposition, but
becomes obvious once a line is drawn and the initial figure is divided.41 "So it is manifest that the
40

assuming we keep the transmitted text, rather than bracketing kai; w|n ajpodeivxei" eijsiv with Jaeger. I've translated
as if that kaiv weren't there: is there a better way to translate with it? should it be deleted? but Jaeger may well be
right--there is something funny about the text, and his suggestion of putting the phrase at the end of the parenthesis
at 996b22 is supported by the exact verbal parallel at Q8 1050a16-17. with the transposition, we would have to put a
heavy emphasis on ejn toi'" a[lloi" at the beginning of 996b19 (which here I didn't bother to translate): in other
things, we think we know it when we know tiv ejsti, but with comings-to-be and actions and change when we know
the ajrch; kinhvsew". this may be right, and perhaps I should adopt the transposition in my text. it is also possible that
kai; w|n ajpodeivxei" eijsiv is a gloss (whichever bit it was meant to go with). Ross' note, and his interpretation of ejn
toi'" a[lloi", seem off base, and he doesn't see the problem which Jaeger (I think rightly) sees. incidentally, mevsh" is
feminine because grammh'" is understood, see LSJ mevsh II, LSJ mevso" III.5.
41
there are a cluster of textual problems in the space of a few lines here, as well as a confusion about one of the
diagrams Aristotle is referring to. fortunately none of it has much impact on the points Aristotle wants the examples
to illustrate. the text says something like: dia; tiv duvo ojrqai; to; trivgwnon; o{ti aiJ peri; mivan stigmh;n gwnivai i[sai duvo
ojrqai'". eij ou\n ajnh'kto hJ para; th;n pleuravn, ijdovnti a]n h\n eujqu;" dh'lon. dia; tiv ejn hJmikuklivw/ ojrqh; kaqovlou; diovti
eja;n i[sai trei'", h{ te bavsi" duvo kai; hJ ejk mevsou ejpistaqei'sa, ojrqhv, ijdovnti dh'lon tw'/ ejkei'no eijdovti, and means
something like "why is the triangle equal to two right angles? Because the angles around one point are equal to two
right angles. So if the line parallel to the side were drawn up, it would be obvious to anyone who looked [at the
diagram]. Why is the angle in the semicircle universally a right angle? Because if there are three equal lines, the
base being two [i.e. the diameter being divided at the center].and the one set up from the middle [i.e. the line
connecting the center to the vertex on the semicircle], it is a right angle, [as] would be obvious to anyone who knew
[that previous theorem]." among the issues: Bonitz adds hJ before ejn hJmikuklivw/ ojrqhv (rejected by Ross and Jaeger):
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things which are dunavmei are discovered by being brought to ejnevrgeia:42 the reason is that
novhsi" is an ejnevrgeia;43 so that duvnami" is out-of [i.e. posterior to] ejnevrgeia, and for this
reason they know by making (for the numerically [individual] ejnevrgeia is posterior in comingto-be)" (1051a29-33). That is: the obstacle to knowing the theorem that a certain type of figure
has a certain property is that some mathematical object, in these simple cases a single line
dividing the figure, exists only in potentiality, so that it and its relations to the other parts of the
figure are not perceived. So the mathematician comes to know the potentially existing
mathematical object, and thus the theorem which depends on it, by actually constructing the
object: the novhsi", e.g. the act of thinking "connect the points A and B," is itself an ejnevrgeia,
and either this act is identical with the actualization of the line AB (if the line just exists in my
fantasiva), or it immediately causes the actualization of the line AB (if the novhsi" directs me to
produce the line on a wax tablet). So the novhsi" is the cause of being-as-ejnevrgeia, the efficient
cause, to the line AB. This gives Aristotle's answer to the argument in B#1 that mathematical
objects have no efficient causes, and, lying behind this argument, the Academic view that they
are so purely eternal that there is no activity among them and that the duvnami"/ejnevrgeia
distinction does not apply to them. This view quite logically led Plato to criticize the geometers
for speaking of "squaring" and "applying" and "adding" and other such activities, as if they were
acting [pravttonte"] and as if their arguments were for the sake of pra'xi", although in fact they
are for the sake of gnw'si" alone and geometry is about objects that exist eternally (Republic VII

this is certainly plausible, but Ross seems right that it is not strictly necessary, since Aristotle gives the proposition
without the hJ at Posterior Analytics II,11 94a33-4 (however, he has spoken of hJ before ejn hJmikuklivw/ three times in
the immediately preceding lines, and may just be abbreviating). the more serious issues are about dia; tiv/diovti and
the connected punctuation issues (as I have printed it, or ijdovnti a]n h\n eujqu;" dh'lon dia; tiv. and ejn hJmikuklivw/ ojrqh;
kaqovlou dia; tiv;), and especially about ojrqhv.after ejpistaqei'sa, where I have followed more-or-less Christ's
suggestion in putting a comma after ejpistaqei'sa (without his dhv after dh'lon, which might help; note also Cannan's
more radical suggestion, reported by Ross). without the comma I suppose that (unless ojrqhv can be taken in some
loose way not implying a right angle?--this is effectively what Bonitz proposes: he would suppose Aristotle speaks
this way because he has in his mind the special case where the line is perpendicular, although intending what he says
to apply to all cases) it would have to be referring to the construction Ross gives in his commentary and prints with
his translation (not in Barnes), which is mathematically ridiculous and also requires supplying a great deal beyond
the text. I admit that two things favor Ross: it looks as if ijdovnti dh'lon answers eja;n i[sai trei'" in the future more
vivid, as ijdovnti a]n h\n eujqu;" dh'lon answers eij ou\n ajnh'kto hJ para; th;n pleuravn in the future less vivid, which
would be broken if ojrqhv is the apodosis rather than part of the protasis (it would still be equally grammatical); and
the funny kaqovlou would make more sense if Aristotle were proving the general case from a special case. I am not
sure what to do. I repeat that Ross' construction is mathematically ridiculous. the passages Ross cites from the
Posterior Analytics 71a19 and 94a28-34 do not support his construction. on the contrary, the latter passage shows
that Aristotle is giving essentially the same proof as in Euclid III,21, except that Euclid cleverly uses the half of I,32
saying that the exterior angle is equal to the two opposite interior angles, rather than the more famous half saying the
three interior angles are equal to two right angles, which allows him to show directly that the angle in the semicircle
satisfies the definition of right angle, rather than having to argue that because it is half of two right angles, it must be
a right angle (to do this rigorously for Euclid, we would have to argue by reductio ad absurdum that it is neither
more nor less than a right angle). I think this is enough to rule out Ross' construction.
42
assuming we read ajgovmena with EJ Ross Jaeger rather than ajnagovmena with Ab Bonitz. if we go with Bonitz, then
say "reduced to ejnevrgeia". I'm not sure how much difference it makes (ajnagovmena would imply that the ejnevrgeia
is prior and causal, but it is, so that seems OK)
43
if we read Ross' hJ novhsi" ejnevrgeia. the manuscripts, and Bonitz and Jaeger, have novhsi" hJ ejnevrgeia, which
would mean "the ejnevrgeia [through which mathematical objects are actualized] is a novhsi"", which might be
possible but makes me uncomfortable
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527a1-b8).44 Aristotle's "they know by making [poiou'nte" gignwvskousin]" may well be
intended to respond to this passage of the Republic. The Academics, beginning from a dogma
about the status of mathematical objects, conclude that mathematics does not include the activity
of construction; Aristotle, beginning from the fact that mathematics does include construction,
concludes that mathematical objects do not exist independently of our activity of thinking and
constructing them. Of course mathematical theorems are eternally valid, and in a sense
mathematical objects are eternally existent, but the kind of existence they have eternally is
existence dunavmei: "so the geometers are speaking rightly, and they are talking about things-thatare, and they are things-that-are, for what-is is twofold, [what is] in actuality and what is
materially [i.e. potentially]" (M3 1078a28-31).45 And if we look back to B#1, we can see that
already there Aristotle is undermining the distinction between the pursuit of the formal causes of
mathematical things and the pursuit of the efficient cause of physical things: instead of asking
"what is a square equal to a rectangle?" and answering "it is a square whose side is a mean
proportional between the sides of the rectangle," Aristotle asks about the activity that Plato had
tried to banish from mathematics, "what is squaring?", and answers "it is the finding [eu{resi"]
of a mean proportional" (996b20-21), where eu{resi" is what happens by ejnevrgeia in Q9.
Exactly the same definition of squaring is given in De Anima II,2 (413a16-20), as an example of
a definition that "states the cause of the thing" and so is equivalent to a demonstration and not
merely to the conclusion, like Aristotle's favorite example, the definition of thunder as "noise of
fire being extinguished by the clouds" rather than just "noise in the clouds": but the extinction of
fire, or the discovery of the mean proportional, are efficient causes, and this means that the
definition or formal cause cannot be given except by giving the efficient cause. And this
undermines the Academic opponent's case in B#1 that the way to wisdom (or at any rate one
independent way to wisdom) is by studying the formal causes of mathematical things and leaving
efficient causes aside: even in mathematics, we ascend to scientific knowledge, and discover
what is prior, only by discovering causes of being-as-ejnevrgeia.46
44

The same view led Speusippus to say that all propositions in geometry are really theorems, rather than problems
(infinitive formulas like "to square a given rectangle"), since geometry is a theoretical science and theoretical
sciences are about eternal objects and do not involve action (see Proclus In Euclidem 77,15-78,3).
45
reference to treatment in Ig3, noting that my view there is controversial, and harmonizing the translation of this
passage. with (what I take to be the view of) Ian Mueller, "Aristotle on Geometrical Objects" (in Articles on
Aristotle v.3), I take Aristotle to think, not that geometrical objects are physical objects with some of their properties
abstracted away (since at least sublunar physical objects are not perfectly straight, circular etc.), but rather that the
matter of geometrical objects is the matter of physical objects with some of its properties abstracted away (and only
extension left), and that geometrical objects exist potentially in that matter. I suppose it is not possible for a physical
object ever to become perfectly straight, but the straightness is still potentially in the object, in the same way that
infinity is potentially in the objects--it can be asymptotically approached. these potentialities will be actualized (so
far as they ever are) either by human acts of thought or by artificial acts of construction (drawing approximately
straight lines etc.) caused by those acts of thought. the theorem that every triangle has interior angles equal to two
right angles holds just as much for potential as for actual triangles. but we prove it by considering actual triangles,
indeed actual triangles ABC with side BC actually produced beyond C to D and line CE actually drawn up parallel
to AB; it is true for potential triangles, and for actual triangles ABC with merely potential lines CD and CE, because
it is true for fully actualized diagravmmata ABCDE; or so I take Aristotle to be saying in Q9. see also Theophrastus
Metaphysics 4a21-b2 for the perhaps simplified and radicalized statement that mathematical objects "seem to be as
it were contrived by us when we circumscribe figures and shapes and lovgoi [proportions?], and to have [or 'and they
have'--textual dispute] no nature on their own"
46
note the B#1 argt seems to be assuming a dichotomy between theoretical/demonstrative knowledge of eternal
things and practical knowledge of things that come-to-be: same dichotomy as assumed in Parts of Animals I,1, and,
if I'm right in my Davis paper, also at the end of De Anima III,4--presumably an Academic division, perhaps esp.
Speusippean?, see Proclus In Euclidem 77,15-78,3. also conn B#1/M3 Speusippean view that the good is always in
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pra'xi", i.e. is invoked only in practical sciences, which, since theoretical knowledge is always of eternal things, may
include physics, so the sensible world can be good, as the Timaeus says, even though its model is not good but
merely perfect and beautiful; but I couldn't find a witness that the physical world is good. also note: does Q9b have a
ref to the process of analysis, and to the Z7 idea that the last stage in thinking is the first in production?

